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Evaluating the latest in ERP to identify business 

impacts and deployment resources needed

In manufacturing diverse goods ranging from pharmaceuticals to waterproofing systems,

Kwizda Holding GmbH and its IT department always have their sights set on finding 

forward-looking solutions. After deciding to decommission a highly customized HOST 

environment to facilitate a major project to optimize supply chain processes, Kwizda 

realized an ERP platform offering next-generation digital capabilities was the missing 

cornerstone in its efforts. Looking to fully understand the effect of this new platform on 

operations and plan an effective implementation, Kwizda needed support from trusted 

partners to help it evaluate the new software and develop a robust proof of concept.

How Can Project Management and 

Support Services Aid the Resourcing 

and Planning of ERP Projects?



Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Investigate the impacts of moving to SAP S/4HANA®, from business benefits and effects on business 

processes to implications for custom code and data harmonization, and changes that need to be made

• Identify the effort needed to implement these changes to help the company plan an effective project in 

terms of resources and lead time

Why SAP and Partners scc EDV-Beratung AG and SNP AUSTRIA GmbH

• SAP S/4HANA for a modern ERP system with embedded artificial intelligence and machine learning 

• SAP® Advisory Services for project management skills that help align internal and external resources

• Best practices and conversion experience of SAP Austria

• scc for a longstanding partnership and detailed knowledge of Kwizda’s processes

• Analysis and data harmonization powered by SNP’s data transformation platform CrystalBridge®

After: Value-Driven Results

• Deeper awareness of the impact of the conversion to SAP S/4HANA on existing functionality and 

processes and of the software on custom code and solution enhancements, including through 

workshops and expert guidance on conversion key topics

• Better alignment of the internal and external resources needed to implement SAP S/4HANA

• Increased knowledge of best practices recommended by SAP in implementing SAP S/4HANA

• Proof of concept that meets the current and future requirements of the business

Understanding the Impacts of Migrating to SAP S/4HANA® and 

Planning a Successful Project with SAP® Advisory Services

“Project managers from SAP Services and Support 

provided valuable experience of SAP S/4HANA 

conversion and helped us adopt a functional 

approach to the migration. In-depth experience 

and knowledge from SAP experts on SAP S/4HANA 

migration provided crucial added value.”

Arno Lampl, Manager IT SCM and ECM, Kwizda Holding GmbH

Kwizda Holding GmbH

Vienna, Austria 

www.kwizda.at

Industry

Chemicals

Employees

1,425

Revenue

€1 billion

Products and Services

Healthcare, agricultural 

products, and 

construction materials

Featured Solutions and Services

SAP S/4HANA, SAP Services and 

Support, and SAP Advisory Services

Remote
Delivery of all support 

services after the start of 

the COVID-19 pandemic

Enhanced
Quality assurance and 

smooth communication with 

one point of contact from 

SAP for all project partners

Featured Partners
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http://www.kwizda.at/en


© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of

SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its 

distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or

warranty of any kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. 

The only warranties for SAP or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty 

statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional 

warranty. 

In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or 

any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation, 

and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platforms, directions, and

functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason 

without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or 

functionality. All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 

materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, and they 

should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered 

trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other product and service names 

mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. 

See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.
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